Abstract. This work studies the combination of a document retrieval and a relation extraction system for the purpose of identifying query-relevant relational facts. On the TREC Web collection, we assess extracted facts separately for correctness and relevance. Despite some TREC topics not being covered by the relation schema, we find that this approach reveals relevant facts, and in particular those not yet known in the knowledge base DBpedia. The study confirms that mention frequency, document relevance, and entity relevance are useful indicators for fact relevance. Still, the task remains an open research problem.
Introduction
Constructing knowledge bases from text documents is a well-studied task in the field of Natural Language Processing [3,5, inter alia] . In this work, we view task of constructing query-specific knowledge bases from an IR perspective, where a knowledge base of relational facts is to be extracted in response to a user information need. The goal is to extract, select, and present the relevant information directly in a structured and machine readable format for deeper analysis of the topic. We focus on the following task:
Task: Given a query Q, use the documents from a large collection of Web documents to extract binary facts, i.e., subject-predicate-object triples (S, P, O) between entities S and O with relation type P that are both correctly extracted from the documents' text and relevant for the query Q.
For example, a user who wants to know about the Raspberry Pi computer should be provided with a knowledge base that includes the fact that its inventor Eben Upton founded the Raspberry Pi Foundation, that he went to Cambridge University, which is located in the United Kingdom, and so on. This knowledge base should include all relational facts about entities that are of interest when understanding the topic according to a given relation schema, e.g., Raspberry_Pi_Foundation-founded_by-Eben_Upton. Figure 1 gives an example of such a query-specific resource, and shows how relations from text and those from a knowledge base (DBpedia, [1] ) complement each other.
In addition to a benchmark dataset, 3 we present first experiments on building queryspecific knowledge bases from a large-scale Web corpus by combining state-of-theart retrieval models with a state-of-the-art relation extraction system [7] . This way we Fig. 1 . Example of a knowledge base for the query "raspberry pi". rf: denotes relations extracted from documents, whereas dbp: and dbo: are predicates from DBpedia.
go beyond previous work on identifying relevant entities for Web queries [8] (where relations between entities were not considered), and query-agnostic knowledge base population (where determining fact relevance is not part of the task).
We aim at quantifying how well the direct application of a relation extraction system to a set of retrieved documents solves the task of extracting query-specific facts. This is different from the task of explaining relationships between entities in a knowledge base [9] , since we include also yet unknown facts from documents. It is also different from explaining the relationship between entities and ad-hoc queries [2] , since we look at relations between entities in documents. To isolate different kinds of errors, we evaluate the correctness of each fact extraction separately from the relevance of the fact for the query. We study the following research questions: RQ1 Can the approach extract relevant facts for the queries? RQ2 What are useful document-or KB-based indicators for fact relevance? RQ3 Is relevance of entities and relevance of facts related?
2 Method Document retrieval. We use the Galago 4 search engine to retrieve documents D from the given corpus that are relevant for the query Q. We build upon the work of Dalton et al. [4] and rely on the same document pool and state-of-the-art content-based retrieval and expansion models, namely the sequential dependence model (SDM), the SDM model with query expansion through RM3 (SDM-RM3), and the SDM model with query expansion through the top-ranked Wikipedia article (WikiRM1).
Relation extraction. A prerequisite for running the relation extraction system is to identify candidate sentences that mention two entities S and O. We use the FACC1 collection of entity links [6] . We identify all sentences in retrieved documents that contain at least two canonical entities in Freebase with types /people, /organization, or /location as candidates for relation extraction. Finally, we use RelationFactory, 5 the top-ranked system in the TAC KBP 2013 Slot filling task, to extract facts (S, P, O) from candidate sentences of the retrieved documents.
Data Set and Assessments
To our knowledge, there exists no test collection for evaluating relational facts with respect to query-relevance. We augment existing test collections for document-relevance and entity-relevance with assessments on correctness and query-relevance of facts; and make the dataset publicly available.We base our analysis on the collection of test queries from the TREC Web track and documents from the ClueWeb12 corpus, which includes relevance assessments for documents, and the REWQ gold standard of query-relevant entities [8] . 6 The TREC Web track studies queries which fall into one of two categories: the query either constitutes an entity which is neither a person, organization, nor location i.e., "Raspberry Pi", or the query is about a concept or entity in a particular context, such as "Nicolas Cage movies". The closed relation extraction system only extracts relation types involving persons, organizations and locations. Due to this restriction, not all TREC Web queries can be addressed by relations in this schema, this is the case for TREC query 223 "Cannelini beans". We focus this study on the subset of 40% of TREC Web queries such as "Raspberry Pi" for which anticipated relevant facts are covered by the relation schema.
For randomly selected 17 TREC queries, we assess the 40 most frequently mentioned facts and, in addition, all facts of which at least one of the entities was marked as relevant in the REWQ dataset. Due to the high number of annotations needed-914 facts and 2,658 provenance sentences were assessed in total-each item was inspected by only one annotator. We ask annotators to assess for each fact, a) the correctness of the extraction from provenance sentences and b) the relevance of the fact for the query. To assess relevance, assessors are asked to imagine writing an encyclopedic (i.e., Wikipedia-like) article about the query and mark the facts as relevant if they would mention them in the article, and non-relevant otherwise.
The number of provenance sentences per fact ranges from 1 to 82 with an average of 2.9. We define facts as correct when at least one extraction is correct. This leads to 453 out of 914 facts that are correctly extracted. The fact extraction correctness is thus at 49.6%, which is higher than the precision obtained in the TAC KBP shared task, where about 42.5% of extractions are correct. The assessment of relevance is performed on these 453 correctly extracted facts, leading to a dataset with 207 relevant facts and 246 non-relevant facts across all 17 queries, an average of 26.6 relevant facts per query. In this study we only consider queries with at least five correctly extracted facts (yielding 17 queries).
Evaluation
We evaluate here how well the pipeline of document retrieval and relation extraction performs for finding query-relevant facts. The relevance is separately evaluated from extraction correctness, as described in Section 3. In the following, we focus only on the 453 correctly extracted facts. For comparing different settings, we test statistical Table 1 . Experimental results for relation relevance (correctly extracted relations only) comparing different fact retrieval features: All facts (All), facts also included in DBpedia (DBp), fact mentioned three or more times (Frq ≥3 ), facts extracted from a relevant document (Doc). Significant accuracy improvements over "All" marked with †.
All
Frq significant improvements on the accuracy measure through a two-sided exact binomial test on label agreements (α = 5%).
Applicability (RQ1).
We report the results on fact relevance as micro-average across all facts (Table 1 bottom) and aggregated macro-averages per query (Table 1 top) to account for differences across queries. Among all correct facts, only every other fact is relevant for the query (0.45 micro-average precision, 0.47 macro-average precision). Factoring in the extraction precision of 0.51 we obtain one relevant out of four extracted facts on average. This strongly suggest that the problem of relevant relation finding (beyond correctness) is indeed an open research problem.
In about 60% of TREC queries, such as "Cannelini beans", we found the relation schema of TAC KBP to not be applicable. Nevertheless, even with the schema limitations, the system found relevant facts for the (randomly) assessed 17 queries out of the remaining 40 queries.
Indicators for fact relevance (RQ2).
We study several indicators that may improve the prediction of fact relevance. First, we confirm that the frequency of fact mentions indicates fact relevance. If we classify a correctly extracted fact as 'relevant' only when it is mentioned at least three times 7 then relevance accuracy is improved by 23.6% from 0.457 to 0.565 (statistically significant). This also reduces the number of predicted facts to a fourth (see Table 1 , column Frq ≥3 ).
Next, we compare the extracted facts with facts known to the large general-purpose knowledge base DBpedia. When classifying only extracted facts as relevant when they are confirmed-that is, both entities are related in DBpedia (independent of the relation type)-we do not obtain any significant improvements in accuracy or precision. Therefore, confirmation of a known fact in an external knowledge base does not indicate relevance. However, we notice that only 64 of the relevant facts are included in Table 2 . Fact relevance when at least one entity (S ∨ O) or both entities (S ∧ O) are relevant compared to all facts (All). Significant accuracy improvements over "All" marked with †. DBpedia, whereas another 143 new and relevant facts are extracted from the documentcentric approach (cf. Table 1 , column DBp). This indicates that extracting yet unknown relations (i.e., those not found in the knowledge base) from query-relevant text has the potential to provide the majority of relevant facts to the query-specific knowledge base. Our study relies on a document retrieval system, leading to some non-relevant documents in the result list. We confirm that the accuracy of relation relevance improves significantly when we only consider documents assessed as relevant. However, it comes at the cost of retaining only a tenth of the facts (cf. Table 1 , column Doc).
Fact relevance vs. entity relevance (RQ3).
We finally explore whether query-relevance of entities implies relevance of facts. In order to study this implication, we make use of the REWQ test collection on entity relevance [8] by studying the subset of the 108 correct facts where relevance assessments exist for both entities. Due to pooling strategies, this subset has a higher precision of 0.722. In Table 2 we consider the case where entity relevance is true for both entities (S ∧ O) as well as at least one entity (S ∨ O).
For only 12 correct facts, both entities are assessed as non-relevant -these facts were also assessed as non-relevant by our (different) annotators. In contrast, for 45 facts both entities and the fact itself are assessed as relevant (we take this agreement also as a confirmation of the quality of our fact assessments). Using the entity assessments as an oracle for simulating a classifier, we obtain improvements in precision from 0.722 to 0.809 for either entity and 0.918 for both entities. While also accuracy improves for the case of either entity, it is actually much lower in the case of both entities. We conclude that the restriction to both entities being relevant misses 33 out of 78 relevant facts. In this set of 33 relevant facts with one relevant and one non-relevant entity, we find that the non-relevant entity is often too unspecific to be directly relevant for the query such as a country or city. For example, in Figure 1 the University_of_Cambridge is relevant mostly because of the fact that Eben_Upton is a member.
Conclusion
We investigate the idea of extracting query relevant facts from text documents to create query-specific knowledge bases. Our study combines publicly available data sets and state-of-the-art systems for document retrieval and relation extraction to answer research questions on the interplay between relevant documents and relational facts for this task. We can summarize our key findings as follows: (a) Query-specific documents contain relevant facts, but even with perfect extractions, only around half of the facts are actually relevant with respect to the query. (b) Many relevant facts are not contained in a wide-coverage knowledge base like DBpedia, suggesting importance of extraction for query-specific knowledge bases. (c) Improving retrieval precision of documents increases the ratio of relevant facts significantly, but sufficient recall is required for appropriate coverage. (d) Facts that are relevant can contain entities (typically in object position) that are-by themselves-not directly relevant. From a practical perspective, we conclude that the combination of document retrieval and relation extraction is a suitable approach to query-driven knowledge base construction, but it remains an open research problem. For further advances, we recommend to explore the potential of integrating document retrieval and relation extraction-as opposed to simply applying them sequentially in the pipeline architecture.
